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Moore views N. Zealand, Australia universities
Editer's Note: The followtag te the first
fart ol ■ two-itory report on President
Hollis A. Moore Jr.'i stedy this tammer
ol aalversltles in Australia ud New
Zealand
Part Two will appear
to Borrow
By Gale Bogle
Stall Reporter
Availability and cost of college education in Australia and New Zealand are
moving in the opposite direction from the
course set by schools in the United
States, according to President Hollis A.
Moore Jr.
Dr. Moore visited Australia and New
Zealand during August to study similarities and differences between the post
secondary education of these countries
and the US His findings will be drafted

An
Independent
Student
Voice

into a report at a later date.
Dr. Moore said in general he has found
the U.S. is moving toward higher education opportunities for a very large proportion of the college-age population,
with increasing costs to the individual
for the privilege of attending school.
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND,
on the other hand, appear to prefer a
policy of university education for a
relatively small proportion of the population at virtually no cost to the individual
or to his family. Dr. Moore said.
"Costs such as those which are now
commonplace even in state universities
in the U.S. are absolutely unthinkable in
either Australia or New Zealand." he
said.
Australian universities charge the

student less than $500 per year for all
kinds of fees and assessments. In
addition, he pays for his own room and
board, Dr. Moore said.
Approximately 70 per cent of all fulltime students are also supported by
scholarships.

According to Dr. Moore, the housing baccalaureate degree, based on an
units are operated by outside agencies, assumption that general education has
usually the churches Occasionally there already been completed in the high
are housing units operated by the school, according to Dr. Moore.
"Students move from high school
university but generally this operation is
immediately at the time of matriculation
passed on to someone else
"While I think this would be quite a into a specialized area, law. science,
drastic change for American higher medicine or whatever it might be." he
DR. MOORE SAID most students stay education. I can see that we should not said
According to Dr Moore, the
at home and commute to the university. dismiss this proposition too lightly." Dr
Australian student takes far fewer
Few leave their state to go to a univer- Moore said
courses than the American student. By
sity in another part of Australia. If a
student should live on campus, room and
"WTTH THE ONCOMING change in taking the normal three-year
"age of majority" and the apparent baccalaureate program he would take a
board runs about $20 per week.
"One interesting feature of univer- death of in loco parentis. 1 think that we total of nine courses to receive his
sities in Australia is that they avoid most could actually give some thought to degree
of the student problems, particularly the turning over to certain other agencies
IN TERMS OF PURPOSE OF
complaints relating to housing, discipline the operation of our housing." he said.
and the like, because they simply do not
The typical undergraduate program in education in Australia. I would have to
provide housing." Dr. Moore said.
Australia is the three-year say that it's far more employment-
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oriented than the United Stales is," Dr.
Moore said. "Unlike the U S. the employment picture In engineering and teaching
is still In very much short supply.
"There is really no acceptance of
obligation of the university for attention
to liberal arts as general education preceding professional work," he
said.
Dr. Moore visited the University of
Sidney. Australian National University.
University of Queensland, and James
Cook University in Australia, University
of Christ Church in New Zealand, the
Chinese University of Hong Kong and the
Asian Foundation in Manila.
The trip was sponsored under the
auspices of the Australian government,
the Sloan Foundation and the American
Alumni Council.
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Senators express
confidence in U.N.

WASHINGTONiAPI-Asking that the
views of some of their colleagues be disregarded. 32 senators declared yesterday
their faith in the United Nations as a
building block of "the generation of
peace which the President and all decent
Americans yearn for."
The 10 Republicans and 22 Democratic
senators expressed their view in opposition to demands from other members
of congress that the United States withdraw or cut sharply its financial aid to
the United Nations if that body votes to
seat Communist China and to expel
Nationalist China

ROTC program

•oth four-vow and two-vow program* In HOTC aro available at »h»
Univortlty. Siud.nti who ofocl ROTC propw* for leadership positions to
which they aro assigned soon after onloring activo duty.

ROTC testimony due Sunday
October 31 is the deadline for
submission of written testimony for
the ROTC Curriculum Committee,
according to Dr Milton E. Wilson.
committee chairman and associate
professor of business law.
Written statements are requested
in order to protect the author
against misunderstandings and
misinterpretations that may develop
over the period in which they are
being accepted, according to
committee procedures..
Dr. Wilson said all statements
should be sent or delivered to his
office in 306 Moseley Hall and will
be reproduced and copies sent to the

Protesters

Student Government Office and the
Faculty Senate.
Dr. Willard Galliart. committee
vice president, will contact all who
have submitted statements
concerning the dates they can
appear before the committee.
HEARINGS WILL begin as soon
as possible in November, possibly
the first Wednesday if there is
available space. Dr. Wilson said.
Only invited guests may appear at
the hearings with one representative
each from the Academic Council,
Student Government, and the ROTC

departments serving as continuing
observers.
The procedures report said the
student desire for ROTC programs
of study, supervision of ROTC. the
nature of ROTC course offerings,
academic preparation of ROTC
faculty and University support of
ROTC programs will be included in
the scope of the study
Student evaluation of ROTC
faculty instructional competencies,
instruction of ROTC courses bv nonROTC faculty, use of campus
facilities for ROTC activities and
enrollment in ROTC offerings by
non-ROTC students will also be
included.

hllfl disrupted the rVasaiWs ROTC InKw In May, 1971 h> rot.,
the ejection ef the legality of HOTC on campus.

THAT VOTE may come today.
in a letter to George Bush. U.S.
ambassador to the United Nations, the 32
senators declared their support for the
continued U.S. commitment to the
United Nations voiced by Secretary of
State William P. Rogers and added:
"It seems to us inappropriate for such
pressures to be linked with American
participation in an organization which
offers so much potential for building the
generation of peace which the President
and all decent Americans yearn for.
"Without an effective international
forum in which nations can come
together the hopes of mankind for a
peaceful, developing and just world are
doomed."
The senators said that while the United
Nations must be improved, "we believe
the United States must play a significant
part in that improvement.
Secretary Rogers and Ambassador
George Bush were trying to line up
support but even some of America's
closest allies have refused to buy a solution which they are sure Peking will
reject.

defeated by a simple majority. If the
"Important question" resolution fails,
there is practically no chance of keeping
Taiwan in the world organization. The
-First, the United States could be Albanian resolution would be virtually
defeated in its request for priority sure of passage.
consideration of its "two Chinas" resolu-Third, the US "important question"
tion.
could win by the narrowest of margins.
This would mean that it would require
-Second, the United States can win two-thirds of the members to expel
priority voting for its resolution and be Taiwan.

American position was "wlnnable."
The outcome boils down to three
possibilities:
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THE AMERICANS have whipped up
some additional support, but even Bush
sounded a good deal less than overoptimistic when he noted that the

lot
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Regulations. However, a post-printing change has
bean mode whkh again restricts the lot to FacultyStaff and Visitors.

Work-study funds hiked
The federal government granted the
University over $10,000 in additional
funds this year to finance the work-study
program, designed for students from
low-income families.
"But this does not necessarily mean
more students will be added to the program," said Rober McKay, director of
student employment.
The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964
established the work-study program.
"The bill was designed to encourage
students to go to college who thought
they would never have the opportunity."
said McKay.
Last year, about 122 students, or five
percent of the students working on campus, were under the work-study program. Most worked at the library, and
some worked in the various academic
departments.

week hiring will decrease."
This year the University received
$74,000 from the federal government
compared to $68,000 granted last year.
Under the program, the government
pays 80 per cent of the worker's wages
and the individual campus employer
pays the remaining 20 per cent.
McKay said the payroll has to be
rigidly controlled, because if too many
students are hired funds may run out
before the end of the year. "This
happened last year and we had to stop
the program in November." said McKay.

McKAY SAID HE WILL know more
about the hiring siutuation after he
studies last Friday's payroll checks.
Students in the program can work a
maximum of 15 hours a week, although
some students work less.
"Consequently, the money we pay out
to the student fluctuates according to the
number of hours he works," said McKay.
"If many students work less than the
maximum, we are able to hire more
student*; but if many work 15 hours a

A sub-committee to help facilitate
voting rights is in the process of being
established, according to Don Scherzer,
who works in the Office of Voter
Facilitation
The sub-committee will work under an
ad hoc committee on student voting
rights appointed by President Hollis A.
Moore Jr. last summer "The Fir* Year
of the Franchise Committee" was set op
to study the role of the University to
assist students in exercising their voting

TO QUALIFY for the program, the
adjusted gross income of the student's
family, which is the amount subject to
withholding taxes, must fall within a certain category. The range is from $3,200
for a family with one dependent to a
maximum of $6,600 for a family with
seven dependents.
Graduate students are ineligible, since
the object of the work-study program is
to get low-income students into college.
McKay said the student's family income
is checked each year to make sure all the
qualifications are met.

Voting rights concern
of new sub-committee
rights under the SMh Amendment to the
Constitution.
According to Schener, the nibcommittee will consist ol a
representitive from each organization on
campus (lor instance UAO, the
commuter center). Through their
representative, each organisation will
decide In what way they can help
accomplish the points set up in the report
that the ad hoc committee presented to
President Moore.

**• »/The to News. October 2e, »n

uncle benito

bg women
The University finally is taking a step-admittedly a small step-towards eliminating sex discrimination on this campus.
By appointing the ad hoc committee on the Status of Women in
the University, Faculty Senate has at least admitted that
somewhere, somehow, someway women here just may be getting
a raw deal.
According to Ms. Greer Litton Fox. chairman of the
committee, her group will make a detailed study of tenure, rank,
salaries and career development for women at this University.
We think such a study is long overdue.
It's time for the University to take a long, hard look at its
. organization to determine whether or not women are held back
limply because they are female.
It's time to discover whether or not the old myth about women
being second class citizens and therefore unworthy of increased
responsibilities is worshipped by male administrators here.
Why are only three of the 32 academic departments headed by
women?
Why are so few women included in the top administrative staff?
Why has it taken the University so long to act on the charge of
sex discrimination when a preliminary salary study conducted by
the American Association of University Professors in 1969
indicated women faculty members are paid less and promoted
less often than their male counterparts?
Why do so many departments have no tenured female faculty
members?
The University should act on Ms. Fox's suggestion that similar
studies'be made on the status of graduate and undergraduate
female students.
It may be an old argument, but it's still true that women make
up 51 per cent of the population. It's time to find out whether this
"majority" group is really only a "minority" group politically,
socially and economically.
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hanging up the high heels
By Cledy Seopls
Editorial Editor

remember, it's the inner me that counts
and that is what you should be looking
for.
Dear Uncle Benito,
Besides Uncle, I will not be alone in
Since you are coming up to Bee Gee my struggle for freedom and equality
this weekend, I thought I'd give you a among the masses Many other students
little warning prior to your arrival.
and even adults, have chosen the freaky
You see Uncle, after much life over the greaser or rack sterotype
deliberation and thought, I've decided to that is typical of our ethnic background.
go freaky. (Become a freak)
The items I have outlined here are
If you are not familiar with the term I merely the necessary channels one must
guess I could say I'm swaying over to the take before reaching the goal of
political left with acute tendencies becoming a truly whole being dedicated
toward the hippie generation.
to the preserverance of freedom and for
AS YOU KNOW, when I first entered
_ JMHArkMr
Bee Gee as a freshman, 1 was a pretty
straight in the sense that I got dressed up
for classes every day of the week. (On
days when I had many classes, I would
try to dress comfortably in a pair of
dressy slacks.)
I tried to make sure that when I had
business to take care of in the
Administration Building. I was wearing
a skirt or culottes.
Please don't get upset when I tell you
those days have ended. I am now
wearing jeans to class three days out of
five.
I am also wearing a minimal amount
of make-up each day. You see. the freaky
philosophy says that people should be
attracted to the inner me rather than the
paint I put on my face.
True, the cosmetic tricks I learned
from the Bonne Bell Charm School did
show me how to cover up the flaws in my
face, but I've learned to live with those
now. I still wonder whv I was bom with
eyelashes on only one eye.
NEVERTHELESS, I PROMISE I will
get dressed up and wear some make-up
for Aunt Maria's Baptism anniversary
next month.
Another aspect of the freaky life is
drugs. Now hang on to your Chef Boy-ardee can Uncle because it's not as bad as
all that.
First I'm going to start on grass which
will eventually lead me to bigger drugs
I've already practiced inhaling
procedures on Camel cigarettes and
sometime this week I plan on using the
real stuff. I don't expect to get hooked on
uppers unless 1 have a big test to study
for and I want to stay up all night to
prepare for it.
One of the other features of the
freakful life is free love. I guess this
primarily means that you do the same
things you did when you were straight
only you are a little more open about it
when you become a freak.
I promise Uncle that I will very
carefully choose these partners with
whom I will experience free love.
Fred Hoffman's article, "Consider
After all, free love does not necessarily
views on both sides," could have used
mean a free hand-out.
some research before it was written.
I also plan on letting my page-boy
The number of troops in Vietnam now
haircut and bangs grow out Long hair is has nothing to do with the escalation or
natural so why not give it the freedom to de-escalation of the war. For years,
grow?
army chiefs of staff and Westmoreland
AND THAT IS what It's all about Uncle. have been saying that there are too many
Freedom Freedom to dress as I want, troops In Vietnam to carry out an
do what 1 want and be where I want when efficient war.
The number of Americans killed
I want. That's all I want.
I know that at first glance, you may weekly has decreased because the war
become turned off at mv appearance, but has changed to a technical war.
Airplanes are now bombing the
Vietnamese people. The number of
Vietnamese people being killed has

all individuals despite their race or
creed.
Yes Uncle, these channels may appear
to be risky at first glance (there are
some professors who don't approve of
jeans).
Some of these channels mean I will be
sticking my neck out. Since I won't be
wearing make-up. there are less chances
for me to be approached for a date.
Moving down the drug channel will
automatically mean I will be in contest
with the law. No matter. Getting high is
an essential part of my quest toward

freedom for all mankind.
I'm sure you will agree Uncle, that the
life I have chosen, is the only life for one
who has dedicated
herself to
brotherhood.
Your loving niece.
p.s. This letter does not necessarily
mean I will no longer need your weekly
checks. If dollars are the only means by
which our relationship is to continue,
then perhaps we should keep it this way

news ugrrers

accusations refuted

gj/iw niKE toKsey

so they say
Vice President Spiro Agnew
leaving Greece last Saturday:

after

"I deport year ceeatry with a Mate of
accomplishment aid aersoaal
ralfUImeat."

Increased. Does this sound like deescalation?
MR. HOFFMAN JOKINGLY suggests.
"Maybe we should all refuse to attend
class because this very University is an
instrument of a government that is
waging an immoral war."
Would he suggest refusing food if it
was harvested by slaves? He goes on to
say that there was no excuse or
justification for the disruption of the
President's Review. Would he find
justification to disrupt a meeting ot
farmers and force them to stop using
slaves?
Mr. Hoffman's accusations of the
people, who "camped" in front ot
Memorial Hall, have no facts behind
them at all.
The window which was broken and the
painting of "indecent language,"
occured before the "sit-in" had begun.
The damage was done when a large
crowd of over two hundred were standing
at the east side of Memorial Hall.
If Mr. Hoffman witnessed the damage
and If he could point out the people who
did the damage, connecting them with
the "sit-in", then his statements could be
refuted.

pornographic yearbook
rated V by legislator
by Rick Mitz
College yearbooks yearly nearly die of
dreariness when they're Issued every
June. It's refreshing to see one that's not
the run of the paper mill-one without
pictures of sorority sisters and their
brothers crammed onto a divan, quarter-,
half- and full-backs in their varsity
drag, and beauty queens with shining
teeth and pirnpleless complexions
But last June, along came "Gumbo," a
product of Loulsana State University and
one of the first X-rated yearbooks.
"Gumbo" got itself Into producing an
honest representation of campus life.
Maybe she was too honest.

"Oh lord, their interpreter just introduced
President Nixon as number one son."

INCLUDED IN THE book was a
photograph of a red, white and blue
marijuana cigarette; a series of satires
on such sanctions as motherhood, and
four photos of nudes taken tat art classes,
which changed the book's rating from R
toX.
"Gumbo" was a partial success.
Students loved the book and. for the first
tine hi the college's history. Gumbo"

went into a second printing.
The State Legislature, however,
wasn't so pleased. A resolution of
disapproval was passed. Said one
legislator, who once attacked the
teaching of Shakespeare In the school
system. "I've never seen more nasty
pictures. A student cannot show it to his
little brothers and sisters."
AND THE LSU student-body president
retorted, "Anyone who thinks that book
has pornographic value hasn't seen very
much good pornography."
"Gumbo" follows an inevitable
student press pattern. Four years ago.
.campus papers ran what were labeled
"obscene" words, back when the
watchword, "telling it like it is," was
telling It as it was.
Now it seems that yearbooks have
gotten in the picture by getting In the
pictures of nude bodies, student smoking
habits and other aspects of life on
campus. Maybe one provocative picture
is worth a thousand four-letter words.

I would like to argue the validity of this
because I was there. The people from the
"sit-in" had nothing to do with the
damage. They had no connections with it
whatsoever.
The people who did the damage left
with the others who came for a good time
after the rain and cold sent them back to
their places of residence.
Robert Krivacic
250 Rodgers

ask your
self this
During the past few weeks numerous
questions have arisen in my mind about
the University community. I would like
to share these questions with the student
body in the hope that each student will
give them some thought.
HOW MANY OF the students who
compain about pollution and other
ecological matters are also the students
who re-cut the paths in McDonald Quad
and in front of the Union?
How many of the students who
complain about their fees being wasted
realize that part of their fees was used to
re-sod those paths this past summer?
How many students will complain
when the University decides to dig up
those paths and the grass around them
and lay more concrete and brick?
How many of the students who
complain about their fees being used to
finance the athletic program would be
willing to pay $12 for a football pass like
Ohio State? Would they enjoy listening to
a friend from Toledo or Miami brag
about their great football team or
athletic programs?
HOW MANY OF the students who talk
about a particular activity's relevancy to
education would like all traditions,
campus movies, concerts and
organizations abolished because they
really are not "relevant"?
How many students are sick and tired
of bearing about relevancy?
If a person comes to college for the
sole purpose of educating himself strictly
from a book. Is not this person better off
spending his time reading in the library
rather than paying money to come to
Bowling Green?
Brian Ross
Graduate Student

M,it7i/ta|»a

Residents praise Offenhauer life
Offenhauer Towers were
the first dormitories on campus to be filled when students
made their housing requests
last spring, according to
Robert Rudd. director of
housing.
Despite the fact that the
towers, each of which houses
4» persons, are the highest
priced dormitories available

for student occupancy, Rudd
said the housing office
received enough applications
to fill them twice.
"It seems that students
appreciate the fact that
residing in the towers is not
like living in an institutional
arrangement." Rudd said.
Since upperclassmen had
first choice of residence halls

only 35 freshmen are living in
the $9.4 million dormitory
complex.
RESIDENTS of Offenhauer
A and Offenhauer B. which
house men and women
respectively, pay $205 per
quarter for a double
occupancy room. $20 more
than the next highest priced
dormitories on campus. Single

s

■ ■■■■linn

occupancy rooms are $275 per of all and the way we can
quarter.
move the furniture around.
Many students said it was That makes the room look
worth paying more to live in more like your own rather
the towers. "It's definitely than like everyone else's." he
worth the extra money. "I'd said.
be willing to get a part-time
Ray Kneisel. hall director in
job to earn the extra money to Offenhauer A, said students
live here," said Malcolm have been very impressed
Wilbur, sophomore (AliS).
with the facilities and have
"I guess 1 like the view most been taking good care of the
dormitories. "The boys are
even frequently checking out
the sweepers," he said.

for workshops and conferences. Kneisel said there
has been some confusion
about who is in charge of
scheduling the activities for
this floor.
According to both hall directors, the complaints they
receive are those common in a
new building, such as squeaky
drawers, a missing piece of
furniture or water pressure
that needs adjusting.
Students also mentioned
crowded cafeteria lines, small
MS. BEA VAN METER, laundry facilities, and unprehall director of Offenhauer B. dictable elevator service as
said special features are common inconveniences
offered in the towers. In addition to the air conditioning and
"THE ONLY THING I don't
shag carpeting in the towers, like is that it's hard to get
each floor has its own social acquainted with those on your
lounge, color TV, kitchenette, floor since we're so spread
study lounge equipped with out." said Kathy Guenter.
study carrels, ironing room senior
.us •
"but the
Offenhauer
Towers, the newest
and typing area.
privacy and quietness are
-Tadd Mem to on-campui living, offer
Students' rooms are really nice."
fOWerS
many new facilities, from airsituated around the outside of
Malcolm Wilbur said, "The
conditioning to typing rooms, to
the building and the center only bad thing about living
core is used as the study area. here was when I walked
approximately 160 students.
Each room measures 12' by across the foot scrapers bare18' which makes it 3' by 4' footed ."
larger than other rooms on
Bev Wiseman, senior (Ed.),
campus.
said that while there are a few
"The carpeting and the problems one can expect
elimination of long corridors when moving into a new buildhas done much to cut down on ing, the advantages of living in
noise." said Ms. Van Meter
the towers certainly outweigh
"The best things are the the disadvantages.
The two-year-old BGSU numbers arising from songs of
study rooms on each floor and
The dedication of the Gospel Choir will give a praise to God, but they also do
the typing rooms. Its really Offenhauer Towers will take concert tonight at six in the some contemporary numbers.
quiet The towers aren't like place on Nov. 13 Rudd said •Recital Kail of the Music Smith said.
dorms, you feel like you're residents of the towers will Bldg
living in a hotel or apart- take part in the cerefnony and
Greg Smith, junior (Mus.
During the coming year the
ment." said Brenda Smith, their families will receive Ed.), said the concert will gospel choir plans to travel to
junior (Ed.).
include selections from Toledo where Smith says they
special invitations.
"We would like to consider "Jesus Christ Superstar" that have their largest following to
IN ADDITION, each tower
he arranged himself.
Midland, Pa. Cleveland,
will be equipped with an this almost a housewarming
The group, accompanied by
and
Miami
exercise room, and an arts rather than just a formal piano, organ, drums and tam- Oberlln
University. The choir will also
and crafts room in addition to ribbon cutting ceremony," he
said.
bourine, does mostly gospel open Black Culture Week.
a sewing room in the women's
dormitory, although these
facilities have not yet been
completed.
The eleventh floor of
Offenhauer A is made up
entirely of classrooms, conference areas and lounges
which the University will use

Gospel Choir
to sing tonight

Relax

A student relaxes in one of the social lounges in Offenhauer Towers. A lounge,
equipped with color TV can be found on each floor.

Foreign student receives award
Lammert K'oldijk. a foreign
student from the Netherlands,
has been named the latest
recipient of the Friedhelm
Gerlach award.
Presentation of the award
was announced by Dr. L.
Edward Shuck Jr.. director of
international programs
The award is given twice a
year to a student who has been
in the United States two years
and has contributed

significantly to intercultural
exchange on campus and has
maintained a 3.0 average.
Dr. Shuck said the $100
award is given in honor of
Friedhelm Gerlach. an
exchange student who earned
both his bachelor and master
degrees at(Bowling Green
Koldijk is a junior majoring
in history and German and
minoring in political science
Ke plans to get his Ph.D. and

teach at a university after Euricana, the international
graduation.
newspaper.
According to Dr Shuck,
Although he is originally
alumni are responsible for from the Netherlands, Koldijk
selecting the student who lived there for only one year.
receives the award.
Sumatra and Singapore are
Koldijk is a member of the among other places he has
fencing team, the World lived, in addition to
Student Association (WSA) Rochester,
NY;
and has worked in the Philadelphia.
Pa.
and
international shows as both a Frankfort and Munich.
performer and organizer. He Germany.
served as editor for Afrasia-

YES. VIRGINIA. THERE IS NO SANTA CLAUS

PARLOR

He isn't going to rescue Bowling Green
from its education crisis.
The citizens of Bowling Green are going to
rescue themselves
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Slop and see

F

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

E
L

$1.00 OFF

u

On One Large Or King Site Pizza
N
G
AROUND

Turnpike Travelers
222 N. MAIN ST.
352-6905

er

COUPON GOOD THRU OCT. 27,1971

Bowling Green, O.
3S2-9355

1037 N. Main St.

prtti's 4

OD.IT
f

VILLAGE INN PIZZA

ICrg to Elegant Dining

Bowling Green — Petti". Alpine Village
117 N. Main — 353-0512
Findlay — Alpln. VUlog.
3210 N. Morn — 422-0370

Catawba — Alpine Cliff Howe
W. Catawba Rd.— 797-2402
FORT FINDLAY MOTOR INN
201 So. Main St. —422-5431
Private »erry Hoomi Available

Sun. • Thar.
11:30 • 11:00 ::
Fri.-Set.
11:30 • 1 A.M;

J1M\

*■*•>

For that special event
or just an evening out —
From American Male, comes the ''Air Force Look".
Called the Snorkel Coat, it anti-freezes you to temperatures of 40 degrees BELOW! Even Bill Haines
never had it so good.

Shp Mnittprfiitij §lui^
IANKAMEMUU

OPEN 9:00-5:30 MON,SAT.
352 5165

532 E. WOOSTER ST.

Petti's Alpine Vlage
John Smith at the Grand Piano

"rVAere Pitta is Alwayi in Good Tasfer

•*•••••••••••• *innfTnnnnHRnr^n^
THE HUTCH PET SHOP

PENNY SALE
TROPICAL FISH
Oct. 23 - Nov. 6

*••••• ••••••••***

14 ,'The BG N.w., OcloW 2*. r»71

ppor
The Placement Office has
announced thai the following
interviewers will be on
campus the week of Nov. 8.

can now be made in the Office
of Career Planning and
Placement Services, third
floor of the Student Services

Appointments for interviews'

Bldg

'Goo<LaficV2 Pads'Day^

Talent SW

\

!>Md.tio*3 u)i\l be
V\«Ao\ Oct. «fc,»i.
• n tV«

Carnation
U'.OO-IO.'oOprA

Stan up«'n

BUSINESS

NOVEMBER!

NOVEMBER 11
MONY-Sales-Sales Mgmt.
Rike's-Mdse. Mgmt. Taineee Del Monte Sales-Salesman
National City Bank of Burke Marketing ResearchTexaco-Geologists.
Cleveland-Manager Asst.
Mgmt. Trnes., Women only;
geophysists, interviews in Michigan Consolidated Gas- Exec. Trnes., Men only
geology dept . Also Jrs. for Eng., Opor & Sales Fin & Hashing A Sells-Accts.
summer work
Acctg. Sys. & Prog
State Farm-Underwriter,
Northwestern Mutual Life Allstate
Insurance-Mgmt. ICIaims Rep., Mgmt., Accts.,
Ins-No report yet
Trainee. Underwriting, Programmer..
Rike's-Mdse Mgmt. Trainee
Acctg. Claims
First National Bank of
Central Company-Field Cincinnati-Mgmt.
Trng .
Mgmt, Underwriting. Claim Comm Banking, Trust Assoc.
The most
Adj.
Procter & Gamble-Sales
Meaiiing,ful Semester
Mgmt
you'll ever spend...
NOVEMBER 12
Arthur Anderson-Audit, Tax &
UARCO-No report yet
Admin. Staff positions
could be the one on
Eastman Kodak-Applied General Tire & Rubber-Eng.,
World Campus Afloat
Math, Comptr. Cost Eng., Chemists, Acctg.. Sales &
Distribution Forecasting & Prod., Bus. Adm., Math
SirtMf fid il'? t. »'"e» art »• Diwl
Planning Sales, Sys. Design &
Computer Tech.
Ih(ow|l< • tidail" loimit "*-* man bOOO
NOVEMBER 8

tliMSfnlt liom dW cameusdi haw aailicipaldd
lai • umatldr HI ll»t iffi^kt e-cdjidm in mt.i
Mlioiijl tdwcilion
WCA Hill Biodden IOUI hotireni lilnallf dad
li|iiiiliarl|
md |<«t foal d bfftfi chmed lo
au*a it MfliiMlhitti-tn rkiichafl|in| mrtd
Tow II tludr at ltd •itli dn ripdntncrd cm
mopoitld" Idcvitr Mid then duiini Boil lloai
vou'H itudf Ida -"Id itwll Tou II Imoifi thai
no mill.i ho* Idifigii and In **», you ltdrt I
lol HI coalmen ailh pfopld ol olliti landi
TIC* ild'l »i fiDMnif »1 TOU m.|M thm»
•f •• dead out boil lo om| il alldin icdcli Ol
moil colloid ilodddh Wnt. lodii loi lido
drlditi

NOVEMBER!.
COLLEGES AND AGENICES
Eastman Kodak-Applied
Math, Comptr Cost Eng..
NOVEMBER!. It. 11
Distribution Forecasting &
Planning Sales, Sys Design & Peace Corps-Volunteers
Computer Tech.
St. Paul Insurance Co-No
report yet
Bendix Corp.-No report yet
SCHOOLS
Owen-Corning Fiberglas-No
report yet
NOVEMBER It
Burroughs Wellcome Co.Sales Rep.
Ernst & Ernst-Staff Accts.
E. Cleveland City Schls . 0.
All Areas

llaCNIM foMUl IrtMl aitd cudit far tided
Oil *nd ddailoiilijldil

WiiM l.dij Id
a , Cdiaadd CdUdlt
* ' Ml CC». Oioold Cllildinli IHU

FREE
COKES
TONIGHT

UAO Euchre Tournament
Thursday, Oct. 28
7:00 P.M.
in the Ohio Suite
25c Entry Fee
BRING A PARTNER

with any PIZZA order
from

DOMINO'S
352-5221

HIGHEST QUALITY LOWEST PRICE

LOUIES

1

TWO MINUTE
WALK
TO AD BLDG.

MODERN

URGE

SERVICE STATION
0PEN24HRS.
LEHMAN A S. MAIN

FURNISHED

PARKING

AA
Men

IOT

TWENTY BUSINESS IOCATIONS AT YOUR FRONT OOOR
MOVE IN
LEASE

NOW OR

FOR WINTER SPRING NEXT

JUST

SOUTH

OF

BURGER

FAIL

CHEF

PHONE
352-7365

352-4045
352-9302

Outside
OrtlSt

Sometimes you wish Call claim could be liko this. Randy
Hayes, senior, spends his art dot* outside of iho library whin
sculpture* arc just waiting to bo put en paper.

Show stars DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
DickCavett
1
6
10

COKE $1.99 CASE
CIGARETTES

14
15
16
17

Dick
Cavelt, Kurt
Vonnegut, Hurd Hatfield. and
Viveca Lindfors will be
featured on "The Great
American Dream Machine"
at 9 p.m., Wednesday, Oct 27.
on WBGU-TV. channel 70.

18
20
22
23

The program, which centers
around* American attitudes
toward death, features Cavett
reading works from Carl
Sandburg and Mark Twain;
NOVEMBER 11
Vonnegut. an exerpt from his
novel "Slaughterhouse Five;"
Fosloria City Schols.. O.-No and Hatfield and Ms
report yet
Lindfors, a light sampling of
Berea City Schls.. 0.-Evening sympathy cards.
only-El Ed, H.S.WHPE MidThis week's "Dream
year openings
Machine" will also feature a
discussion on "Dow to write
NOVEMBER It
your own famous last words."
a filmed montage of death as
Berea City Schls , 0-El. Ed. treated by Hollywood movies,
H.8, WHPE Mid-year and the story of a youth who
has been frozen until a cure
openings
Centerville City Schls . O.-All for his terminal disease can
be found.
areas

Marsh receives
alumni award

CAMPUS
PfHECLUSTER
COLLEGE
MANOR
Integrated Humanities
Program
APARTMENTS
Live and learn in
NEW

mmn*m*rmm*t

C. Richard Marsh, a
Bowling Green attorney and
1950 graduate of the
University, received the
Alumni Service Award during
half-time ceremonies at
Saturday's homecoming
football game with Miami.

by loyal and unselfish service
to the University or the
Alumni Association. The first
presentation was made in
1964
A long-time participant in
alumni affairs, Marsh has
been a member of the Alumni
Association Board of Trustees
Presented annually, the and served two terms as its
award recognizes persons who president. He is now on the
have distinguished thenselves board's finance committee.

24
26
28
32
33
31
36
37
38
39
10
11

r„pi " 1 Gen 1 romm (. inn
ACROSS
424 Raw.
aiilii.ll.il
44 Easy fall.
Spray
4S Poetic verb
Plan preceding
form.
action.
46 Fragrance,
Llaard.
48 Chubby.
Aware of: Slang. 54 Mo»ed like a
Humdinger,
anake.
Well-known
57 Signature of a
aymphony
famou. writer.
conductor.
58 Health: Comb.
Calche. up with.
form.
Corolla leave..
5° Glrl'a name.
Cenu. of
60 Father of the
tree..
Cenlaura.
Widlha. a. of
61 Electric: Abbr.
printer.' quad..
62
Suaan.
Actor Janninan.
*3 Teea, fairway..
Japane.e
etc.
IIIIII.I.I .mi in
DOWN
the U.S.
1 Old-faahioned
Camellia.
featenlng.
Actreaa Baater.
2 Eleven: Fr.
Glandlike.
3 Lowell, for one.
Boat hoi.t..
4 Gal'a name.
Fiaherman'a
5 Threahold.
boota.
6 Cow'a lament.
Where Ottawa i..
7 Shipper'a
Key fruit of elm
atalement.
or a.h.
•
Polari..
Iceboa raider.
9 Ripped.
Eaaier aaid
10 Long.horemen'a
done.
croup.
Like a.pen
11 Famoua Dodger:
leavea.
2 worda.
2

i

14

7

4

'

1

•

17
20

21

*
*

1

tt

"
"
"

29

30

31

45
54

s«
61

1

9

19

"

I
■
I

.

II

12

"

27

35

"

■

"

"

"

■

"

43|
47

■

*

55

56

1

*
"

13

I"

1

"

40
A3

8

■•
|

25

THE WIZARD OP ID
I
I

3

'* Grammar achool.
13 Men from
Briabane.
19 Group of tribe,
of Burma and
Siam.
21 Spam.h
matron.
25 Young lady,
27 Primitive,
28 — Nehru.
2° Immovable.
30 Preciae
pedaa.oe.ue.
31 Something
unique: Colloq.
34 Snakebird.
35 Anatomy:
Abbr.
37 Swift atroke for
political power.
38 Street of Berlin.
39
Ziegfeld.
41 La Toaca.
43 Soothing word,
aa to a horee.
47 Glen*, cou.ln.
49 Eye: Fr.
50 Cab.
51
arma: 2 wda.
52 Retreat.
S3 Small rooma.
55 Habitual mental
reaction,
56 Time.

1

45

1

50

Si

52

53

"
.
.

by Bleat parker and Johnny hart

I'M AneAlV THE FXlM
I* AL.L IN YbUP rttttl

Prout HaM

A IA/
and
Women
Participants
Fifteen hours credit
Fulfills group Requirements

!«••>* fja/da«dWa-

CLaSSIFIED

Faculty: Art ■ Virginia Magada
English - Richard Carpenter
History - Mkhael Moor*
Musk - Oliver Chamberlain
Donald Wilion
Philosophy • Robert Goodwin
Speech - James Panowski

CAMPUS CALENDAR
TuetdayOct IS. 1171
FALCON FLASI'BACKS. 7 30pm Dogwood Suile Union
Demoni and Thing* one man art exhibition by Wade
Thompson. 2nd floor Library. Library hours

Congratulations

RAELYNN
1971 Homecoming Queen
WE'RE PROUD OF YOU!
Your Alpha Xi Sisters

On exhibition, the works o( the silversmith. J Levan
Smith. Promenade Lounge. Union
Dad's Day Talent 4 Master of Cermonies Auditions will
be held Oct X 27 a from 6-10 pm in the Carnation Room
ol the Union Sign up (or a time in the UAO office
Phi Alpha Theta-National Pistory Ponorary. 7 30 pm. II
Baker Dr For members L Pislory Dept teaching stall
Directions to location available in History office.
Williams Pall
Student Worship Service. 4 Recital Pall. Munc Bldg
Featuring the BGSU Gospel Choir under the direction of
Graf Smith
RIDE
—————
Ride needed to Buffalo. NY
FriOctS*call Kris S7I-4J71

Horneworkers earn .In SIS0
For info send
8 and
stamped addressed envelope
to Boa 12213 Gainesville.
Florida 3M01

LOST
815 PER
HUNDRED
addressing, mailing, possible
Work at home your hours
Sample instructions 25 and
Stamped
sell-addressed
eavelope CHASMAR. Dept
■UStNESS OPFORTUNintS UK. Boa X3. Elkhart lad
4*514
Addreners Needed
Silver rimmed glasses in
orange case Thurs mom
between Main St. and campus
please ph 353-1*93

FOR SALE OR RENT

For Sale
Jag XKE 196367
engine good condition 3S2
Acoustic
Research
EXPRESS YOURSELF. Me a Component
Stero.
guitar lessions. 2-1892
w panasomc I irk
19(1 Cadallic Ambulance good
Recorder player Sell all or tiress&S-ll 17after* 30pm
I'ej pa dej' Vi ska betala en by piece PhJS27S9l
student, som kan lala
(5 MGB new painl runs good
Svenska. och lara vara lilla For Sale
Armstrong Flute phone 354-5(32
pojke Ring till 352-71M
Model 90 - excellent condition
S1SS rail 353-0621
Need 1 fm rmte lo share 2
Will babv sit in my home Mon
man apt 352-5527
Pit Pave references 353-34*2 Boy's 26 lightweight bike
new. Cherry Hill Apt 59 352- 1 F roommale needed Low
We II trade you a gerbil for 50 00(7
rent Call 353 »205
worth ol mailing stamps, call
1-1497
Port typewriter for sale, call F rmale for Winter & Spring
372-3100
3 man apt. Third St KO quiet
BEYOND TPE ORDINARY
call 352-5451 alter 10 pm
custom wedding rings
Mini Fridge Rentals Rent a
PHILIP MORTON CON- refrigerator this quarter tor Female roommate needed
TEMPORARY JEWELRY 49
plus (10 returnable call 352-6(10 before mon
112 W Wootter 353-9932 Open damage deposit
Winter A
Spring Quarter prices 110. call Needed
female roommate
352-73*0
immed to share 2 bdr apt 353PAGLIAI'S NEW HOURS 5
(7*3
until 2 Sun thruThurs. 5 until 3 VW tires ] i
>. 2 reg Call
Fri * Sal Pagliai s 1*04 S 351-0015
F rmte needed lor Winter
Mala 352-7571
Qtr. Greenvlew call 352-0* 16
Sweat Shirts- 5* toil Your
The Phi Psi Little Sisaet say choice of lettering T-shirts Female roommate needed,
congratulations and welcome tor organizations and near campus call Sue 352-7*52
to the (Pni Psi Pledges
occBssaQos DJ Cycle Shop on
WMerry
M roommate 2-man apt MS
Congratulations Lynn on your
mo-priv room N Main 352engagement From your Honda 5* and helmet
Call 747*
Dinner Buddies
S*2-4*Ualter 3pm
1 cr I F. roommates wanted.
JEC It s
only
the Far Sale:
19*1 Ford own room call Sue 353-1*05
DSB
Ecoaolaae van Call 352 7*33
PERSONALS

The K> New.,Orte.»gt 2ft, 1971 /Fog. 3

Review:
By Liu Boalaager
Copy Editor
"What a
daydream..."'

day

(or

•

It had been one of those
weeks. The fourth in the quarter and you were at least three
behind and beginning to get
worried. The fall weather had
been playing tag with muggy
summer, roommate hassles
abounded, your social life was
at an impasse and your library
books were overdue.
"...rainbow over your
blues..."
It was time for a "goodtimes" concert.
And now. UAO presents" John Sebastian!"

In tie-dyed jeans and a shirt,
"sitting here loving you."
Sebastian reeled off two country numbers and then eased
into the mellow "She's a
Lady."
Sebastian called his guitarstring thin bass player. Kenny
Altman. to the stage and the
two performed "You're a Big
Boy Now." Altman bantered
with the audience while
Sebastian
made
a
"mechanical adjustment"trimming an errant fingernail.
Some girls in the
audience cried "get it!" as

'Do you believe in magic?'

Sebastian dropped it to the
stage.)
"And now, for all you
antiques In the audience..."*
younger girl keep* a-rolling
'cross my mind..."
Sebastian, who had
remarked that the stage lights
kept him from seeing the
crowd, called for audience
participation on "Nashville
Cats."

skn of tbe title song of his
latest album, Four of Us.
The ballad tells of the
adventures Sebastian, his wife
and
another
couple
encountered on a crosscountry drive ID a truck

named "Domenica."
"And I remember every
time we stopped that dusty
truck and stood together wondering 'Is it all here for us?'
yeah, you know I think It is...'
Sebastian narked back to his

"You didn't have to be so
nice, we would have loved you
'anyway
M

AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Bowlii*
Grwn

(CfjSjjaT)

TO.

ENDS
IUES. "»■ A»» MIMAr ■ 7:21 - -GIMME SHItTER - IX

2:OOA.M.

Friday-Saturday
500PM.-JOOA.M
Phone 352-7571
Free Delivery on enything
ov.. $1.10

PRICE, QUALITY, VARIETY

QPpLCt Till QCt *<\

FABULOUS F©UR
IN THE NEXT FOUR WEEKS WE WILL PRESENT FOOR OF THE MOST SPECTACULAR
FILMS OF All TIME SHOWN IN THE MAGNIFICENCE OF WIDE SCREEN
COIOT. « STEREOPHONIC SOUND

I WINNER Of 2
ACADEMY AWARDS!

the ultim

V

it heft
$135
1.40
1*0
I.eO
1*0
1.40
I.eO
I.eO
I.eO
I.eO
1.60
I.eO
1.70
1.40
1.30
3.00

I.JO

1.30
I JO
I.JO
I 30
I.JO
I.K
'30
1 JO
I JO
l.M
1.40
1.50
1.70
1.60

Cenee-len keen
Hem
$eUml
Shrimp
Comblnonon of eny Two
...
Combinetion of eny three
Cry George Spe.l.l
....
i*.,*e*. o,««« r,..*,. o.ii.
Pegliel Speclel
1.40
l.„..,« 0-»-. t..p|,..L M.*fcr.wt. OMM Fl.pl,
Submarine Sandwiches ....

• WINNER OF 10
ACADEMY AWARDS!

■WINNER OF 6
ACADEMY AWARDS!

■ • (Mb
tl 10

Cheese
Onsen
Seusege
Pepperonl
An.hovi..
Muihroom
Green Peppers
Cr..n Olive

MGIVTS

Spaghetti

Dinner

$100
3 35
335
3 35
3 35
135
3 35
3.35
341
3.55
3 35
333
J.S0
3.7S
3.15
3.75

1.50

3.50

Reg. 1.00
He .let I*

King 3.75

II 75

5. led

IS

Garlic treed

35

Ch.fi Seled

nv.n-c

20OI:ASr*CE

Kyans
ODYSSEY
Daughter P

JOCffOR
ZlliVU.O "GOiVEWITH
■MMapa^
THEWDID"
NOV. 10-NOV

Will Show
Evenings at 8:001

SUMMBRlRGG

THEATRE
Keep this od

THURSDAY IS (ID
BGSU
pl.a,.)
STUDENT NITC

Doc Peper

Orange

Cheete. Hem. Salimi

7-Up

Coffee

l.lluce, pickel, green peppers

Mill

Tee

onion end lometo exlre

Pepsi go $30

Root Seer go $.30

$ .IS

NOV. 3-NOV. V

G'j'U'B'a'a

Al FNT Movi

1.35

7<'«6' 5"/ VZ7/d-S/6"79(/</ SV bfZZld ' 5'#'79*d S/ If ZZ Id • SIVfTS

16

EACH FILM WILL BE PRESENTED
>V. 17-NOV. 23 FOR ONE WEEK ONLY EXCLUSIVELY AT

PLUS-of 9:30 ONLY

5:00 P.M.

U.fl.0.

OCT. 27-NOV. 2

ONCt THERE WAS A GIRL
A BOT AND A GUITAR IN

PIZZA IS MWAIS ■ PI2.1A /S A<rU/_

PKLMlS

FEATURE-7: 10 ONLY

■ /' THIS YEAR'S CANNBSS
/ FILM FESTIVAL WINNER:
f. Jury's Special Grand I'rize and %,
,'i j
International Critics'I'rtie
W.
,
WINNER OP ITALY'S
M
HIGHEST FILM AWARDS:
AK
A Darid of Donatella Awards for -vt/
■\i Best Picture and Best Actor

/S

John Sebastian

Sunday — Thursday

STARTS WEDNESDAY - 2 DAYS , WED.-THURS.

INVESTIGATION
OFAGITIZEN
above
suspicion"

PA<iLl4/S- P/22J

Kenny Altman- assists John Sebastian

BARGAIN HOUR - SUNDAY

$1.00

And then, the finale, the
haunting Darling. Be Home
Soon

Homecoming Concert, 1971.
Opened by a talented local
group in "Dynasty." and
closed by a terrifically
talented young man in the person of John B Sebastian.

514-V UP IN

OPENING Tit 3 P.M.

"More. More, More!"

Sebastian and Altman came
back and answered the cries
for a harmonica number,
drawing beautilul pictures in
the air with the musical paintbrush they seem bom to.

"I didn't want to wait an
extra minute for the great
relief of having you to talk
to."

"Did you ever have to
make up your mind..." to
forget your Inhibitions and
clap and sing along and get
into It with a performer who
obviously enjoys what he's
doing? Sebastian is the kind of
guy you could have sit In your
living room and just pick and
sing-for about three weeks
straight.
The singer had just returned
from a three-week stay in
Italy. "It's really nice to have
you guys to come back
to...what do you want to
hear?" And whatever the
audience asked for, the
audience got.
"I want to do one for you
now, but it's long and I know
you're sitting on the floor..."
Even the stillest among the
crowd couldn't accept an
excuse like that. Sebastian
launched into a concert ver-

WHOOPtt —

Lovin' Spoonful days with
"Jug Band Music" and
"Daydream". A few more
foot-stomping, sing-alongs
brought the audience to its
feet and then it was over.

WH0PPEEE « A
Banjein Hew Seedey
ftf 1 Hear Al Asefts SI 00

for reference.
See daily paper.

A big love affair.

lor Sot., Sun. time

-.MICHAEL DOUGLAS
JACK WARDEN
BRENDAVACCARO
.BARBARA BEL GEDDES
GPi
I

-SOON —
"Play Misty For Ms" - "Jtka ry Git His
"Kotck" - "CUirs'i Ha—" -

EM"

|

ACRES OF Ft KB PARKING
Bo.Iir,
Cr«»

I ENDS.
TUES.

Tel.

ss-cnu
FRIENDS" ■ 7:20. 9:30
— STARTS WEDNESDAY —
FEATURES- 7:30, 9:30

A MAN AT THE CR0SS10ADS OF LIFE...
A SIXTEEN-YEAR-OLD GIRL...
A DESCENT INTO A HELL OF DESIRE...
HE was a successful businessman, with a
beautiful woman for a wife, a bright young
lawyer for a son, and a gilded life.
SHE was a luscious post-nymphet, born of the
Now generation, taking boys and men as .
lovers, posing for pornographic films, driven
by private demons.
It was she who seduced hira-and led him
step by step into a world of compelling •
sexual subj ugation...
TAKC HtK TO Stl THE LOVE STOUY OF DENMARK

■RELATIONS
X - ID. i REQUIRED

IN COLOR

THURSDAY IS MM NJOHT. OMMA I A 2

ALL STUDENTS WITH I.D.i $100

PRESENTS

FRANK STONE — BILL HART
AND

THE ROCK YOU CALL FOR
354-9641

352-5977
(LINES 0PENAT6P.MJ

354-9821
Stxoh's.e.Etom one beer lover to anotiher:
THE SI «OH rleiiVBY COMPANY D«T«On', MICHIGAN 4UIA

$

■taja i/Um ao N«W», Ostat* a*. W i

Cf/nch 2nd /n /MAC

Falcons scalp Redskins
of those carries and 65 of the
yards came in the first half as
the entire game the Miami
defense was keying on
stopping Miles.

By Jack Carle
Sports Editor
Like a well-oiled machine
the Bowling Green Falcons
rolled on to another victory
against the (former) number
one defense In the nation.
Miami.
Although, the Falcons may
have looked unimpressive to
the fans, in their offensive
show, they did grind out the
yardage, up the middle,
through the heart of the highly
rated Miami defense.
"We wanted to maintain
constant pressure on the
middle, and control the ball.
(Dennis) Maupin and (Doug)
Krause went head to head all
day." said coach Don
Nehlen.
The Falcons gained 303
yards in total offense
including 194 yards on the
ground. Leading the ground
attack was sophomore
tailback Paul Miles with 102
yards in 33 carriers. Nineteen

"IN TWO YEARS the MidAmerican Confernce is going
to have the premier running
back In the nation," said
Nehlen.
"Miles is the best back we
faced all season. He has great
ability to slide along the line
and pick his holes,"
commented Miami head
coach BUI Mallory.
The 102 yards Miles gained
in the game gives him 784
yards for the season in six
games. Miles now needs only
24 yards to tie Steve Owens'
sophomore season total of 808
yards. Owens, the 1969
Heisman Award winner Is the
all-time career rushing
leader
Miles needs 660 yards to set
a Bowling Green season
record for net rushing in one
season

Posf game thoughts———

Miles won his match-up 20 seconds. Livas was helped
with the Redskins sophomore off the field after the run.
running back Bob Hitchens.
The 127 yards in pass
Hitchens gained 63 yards on 16
carries. 11 of the carries and interceptions returns by Livas
54 yards came in the first half on the two returns is a new
as the BG defense stopped the Mid-American Confernce
Redskins offense cold in the record for returns. The record
was held previously by Jim
second half.
Mell of Toledo who had 120
Although the offense might yards in 1960 against Miami.
have been unexciting, the
However, the Falcons didn't
defensive play of monsterback
Julius Livas electified the score after the return. BG ran
one play and then Bill Witte
crowd.
missed a 25 yard field goal
Livas, a converted tailback, attampt.
got the games first score on a
39 yard pass Interception with
"We lost our composure.
We should have gotten
less than two minutes to go in
some points on the board,"
the first quarter.
said Nehlen.
BUT LIVAS* greatest
The BG passing offense
moment was to come with 32
seconds left in the first half as which had been almost nonhe roamed near the Miami existent in several other
goal line. He picked off a stray games this season was
Stu Showalter pass at the six effective with Retd Lamport
yard line and proceeded to ,at the controls Lamport was
return it 88 yards to the BG six seven of 13 for 109 yards and
two touchdowns. Six of the
yard line.
Falcons 17 first downs came
However, that figure of 88 by the pass
yards is not totally correct.
LAMPORT'S FAVORITE
Livas reversed his field
several times and probably target was fullback Jerry
ran ISO yards at top speed for Fields Fields has three

receptions for 53 yards and a
touchdown. Fields also had 48
yards in 18 carries.
The Falcons passing offense
was of the play-action variety
in which a running fake into
the line holds the defense in
place. Nehlen had indicated
earlier in the week that this
type pass would work.
Bowling Green's second
touchdown, a one yard run by
Fields with seven minutes
remaining in the second
quarter, was the first
touchdown scored against
Miami this season by the rush.
"I FEEL JUST fortunate to
win. We put all the pieces
together today. The defense
gave us the ball," said Nehlen.
With the win. the Falcons
clinched second place in the
MAC after being picked to
finish fifth before the season
starts
"We're real happy to be 5-1.
It will be tough to get them up
for the remaining four games.
The hockey team starts and it
gets cold," commented
Nehlen.

No opposition
left this year
Falcon
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By JackO'Breia
Aiilitant Sports Editor
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Harriers repeat as
All-Ohio champions
Washington for a business
convention for three days
before the meet. He had
nothing but praise for Jim
Ferstle though.

By Du Casseday
Sporti Writer

The Falcons won their
second and final home meet of
the season as they
successfully defended their
1970 All-Ohio cross country
championship and raised their
dual meet record to 8-1
Saturday.
Bowling Green outraced a
field of 23 teams to win its
second major invitational
crown of the season Bt; won
the Notre Dame Invitational
two and half weeks ago

"Ferstle ran well." Brodt
stated. "He's getting stronger
all the time, coming off an
ankle injury."

Ferstle was the most
improved runner on the 1971
track team, but was in an auto
accident Labor Day weekend,
which hampered further
progress.
Cov.Wottl*

The Falcons won wilh a
total of 41 points. Miami (47i
and Ohio University 11181 also Coach Mel Brodt hinted that
placed in the top three, while several other reasons were
Ashland (130) and Mount responsible for a less-thanUnion (2031 rounded oul the best effort
top five in a field of 23 teams

"We've still got work to
do," Brodt said in reference to
the Falcon squad Being
favored to win almost every
meet, he stressed that the
team is "trying to guard
against over confidence.

"Dave had only a half
workout Tuesday because of a
muscle strain and didn't work
out at all in practice
Wednesday and Thursday.'
said Brodt "f'e appears to
have no problems now.
though, after the layoff.''
The damp weather and
soggy turf could also have
affected the race, but Brodt
couldn't tell for sure. "It's
hard to say Teamwise it did
to a degree, it made the
ground a little heavy."
Wottle's final kick carried
him past Ron Stapleton of
Cincinnati, who finished two
seconds behind the "flying
Falcon." Dennis Bayham
(Miami), was third, Steve
Foster (Ashlandlfourth, and
Steve Danforth (BG I fifth.

"Miami proved to be
tougher than we anticipated,"
he emphasized.

In seperate scoring from the
All-Ohio. Ashland ended
Mount Union's five year reign
as small college champion ol
the invitational led by Steve
Foster's fourth place finish.
Baldwin Wallace. Akron, and
Marietta led the also-rans
The Falcons upped their
Mid-American Conference
regular season record to 5-0 as
they tripped Miami and OU in
dual scoring.BG also defeated
Western Michigan at Notre
Dame

DAVE WOTTLE protected
his unbeaten string this season
ai he led the 1S1 runners In the
All- Ohio across the finish
line

IN THE FEDERATION
MEET following the All-Ohio,
there was a three-way tie for
first place
Sid Sink. Paul Talkington
and Rich Bruggersall finished
in 25:46.5 in the race with no
team score
Sink was a former Falcon
ail-American in cross country
with eligibility left in indoor
track Talkington is a BG
graduate teaching in Canton
and Bruggers is a teaching
fellow in Biology at BG.

Falcon runners Dave Olson
and Bruce Vermilyea finished
"DANFORTH
AND sixth and seventh in the
ELLIOTT i ninth i ran well till Federation meet.
the last half of the race, then
The senior captain's time of they fell back a little " Brodt
2502 4 was eleven seconds off said
his best time on the Falcon
; Odnnai can ntlp yo» Oecome Iht trim ;
Brodt ' defended Bob • ilim peraonyou want to b# Odrrriei la';
course
"I was sort of hanging McOmber's 16th place by '■ a Hoy Hold ind Mill) imloiid Con-;
relating his being in I Mm no aanferws onifa No inMnj. •
tack," WotUe explained.
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Head coach "Dandy" Don Nehlen might be facing his
toughest task of the year trying to prepare the Falcons for their
final four games of the season.
The reasons are simple Bowling Green has completed its Mid
American slate and owns sole possession of second place.
Also, the remaining teams on the Falcon's have a combined
record of 4-21. No team has more than two wins. There records
are as follows: Marshall, 1-5; Texas at Arlington, 1-5; Xavier, 06 and Dayton, 2-5.
"We (the coaches) must try to convince the team we still
have games left," said coach Nehlen at the post-game press
conference following the Falcon's 33-7 triumph over Miami.
The problem is an interesting one since it reflects the poor
future football schedules the "super sophs" and company will
be facing for the next two years.
Any attempt to bring Bowling Green back to the football
prominence It once had during the Doyt L. Perry coaching era
will be extremely hard. The reason is because of the nonconference opponents the Falcons will meet.
NEXT YEAR FOR EXAMPLE, Bowling Green has five
independent contests in addition to its five MAC games. Two of
the non-league foes, Weber State and Tampa, are small college
teams. The other three are San Diego State. Marshall and
Dayton.
In 1973, the Falcon conference opposition includes V.M.I.,
Dayton, Marshall. Eastern Michigan. Northern Illinois and the
University of Idaho.
The "super sophs" and company are missing the non-league
challenge necessary to gain national recognition. Such teams as
Purdue and South Carolina, Miami opponents in 1973, and Penn
State, a Ohio University foe next season.
Bowling Green faces the same problem Toledo is currently
encountering. The Rockets own the nation's longest active
winning streak which now has reached 30 consecutive games
after their 35-7 victory over Dayton Saturday. Last week's AP
college football poll showed Toledo tied for the 14th position
with Arizona State.
Toledo could be a few notched higher in the ratings, but like
the squads on future Falcon schedules, no major non-league
football power appears among the Rocket's 30 consecutive
victims.
CONSEQUENTLY, it becomes extremely hard for Toledo to
climb much higher in the AP ratings. The remaining Rocket
opposition includes two MAC contests, Miami and Kent State,
and non-league battle against Northern Illinois and Marshall.
However, the Rockets should move up in the ratings this week
because two of the top ten teams. Notre Dame and Stanford
lost. Toledo should advance to at least the number 12 spot, the
highest national rating ever given to an MAC football squad set
by the Rockets In the final AP top twenty last season.
Finally, the Falcons should begin their drive towards national'
recognition by appearing as one of the teams also receiving
votes in this week's AP ratings.
A spot among the nation's top twenty teams appears to be a
good possibility If the Falcons can win their remaining four
fames.
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h PRICE COLOR PRINTS?

SAVE OH SLIDES - MOVIES - B ft W PUNTS, TI6

The Rod Barn behind State
Savings Bank

12-6 Dairy
1-5 Sol

GRAY
STADIUM
PLAZA

TSia hi on. of Ih. Uw limn In Ih. Miami gam. thai ih. Falcon, had
"•"■is holding onto Ih. SoH. H look. Ilk. ih. ralcem hov. ih. nig.
In this situation

CENTRE DRUG SPECIAL m «.-,
RPPHIS0-HEX16OZ.
3 04 1.88

to

fipARRID Extra Dry 14 oz.

1.57 1.35

3.50 1.99
(IP BLISTEX
.49 26
jfp VASELINE Intensive Care Lot 1.19 .77
BP0IL0F0LAY4OL

Don't pass up these savings at the
Corner of N. Main and E. Wooster

This low price MM you up to 50% over usual drug stoie" prices.,
rushes high quality color prints tuck to your door in just i lew days. Try
the film service used on many mid-west and southern campuses.
SO EASY, SO CONVENIENT
fust use your own envelope and the coupon
below Fill in. name and address, write name on roll or cartridge, enclose
coupon and remittance Or, ust the coupon to get Mm mailers ond discount coupons, order Mm and flashes at low prices
a better deal than
"free" Mm Savings and processing quality guaranteed.
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AN OPEN INVITATION FOR STUDENT
INVOLVEMENT AT B.G.:
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A challenge exists in the future - Shell the students at BG. become the victims of change, or the implementers?
Help i—jleieet • change.
The Undergraduate Alumni Association is now interviewing students
interested in helping improve the university community.
GET INVOLVED
fit ay asoSCTQeai tt aW AkmrnHmm Urn: Pet JWa)

